
Texas Tech University
Spring 2021, ECO ECO 2301 Principles Of Economics I Section 3
Instructor: Noghanibehambari, Hamid (Primary)

There were: 73 possible respondents.
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n/as

Good idea to have half the class show up on Tuesday's and Thursday's

 COVID-19 Comments

great professor and nice guy. the was super understanding and did everything he could so his students could succeed.

I really enjoyed how hands on Hamid was this semester. He made sure we fully understood the content before each exam and gave us plenty of time to complete and make
up for assignments.

Hamid was a wonderful professor and I would definitely take a class under him again! He was so helpful & kind. Thank you!

The Professor was extremely helpful and taught the material very well. This class was amazing and I felt I learned a lot from this class.

He's a great instructor, very informative and helpful.

n/a

Home works and quizzes were helpful to better understand economics

He went into detail with every concept and made it veery easy to learn.

Amazing Professor. Wish him the best for the future.

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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he made it easy to understand and follow even though online

The class is split up into two groups, meaning one day we were supposed to be in class while the other is online, and the other day we are online while the other half of the
class is in person. He gave us the opportunity to remain fully online if we wished. This was SO nice as I am trying my hardest to stay away from large groups. I was able
to stay fully online AND listen to the same exact lectures as the in person students. It was great!
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Texas Tech University
Fall 2020, ECO ECO 2301 Principles Of Economics I Section 4
Instructor: Noghanibehambari, Hamid (Primary)

There were: 89 possible respondents.

0%0%12%26%63%4.34.34.14.543D9 Advising available/adequate9

2%0%7%30%60%4.54.44.34.543D8 Smooth registration for online/distance education8

2%0%14%26%58%4.44.44.34.443D7 Effective documentation to access electronic material7

2%2%5%35%56%4.34.34.14.443D6 Information available to help solve technical problems6

0%2%14%23%60%4.44.44.14.443D5 Technology used was appropriate5

0%0%5%40%56%4.34.24.24.543D4 Instructor interaction was appropriate4

0%5%9%33%53%4.34.34.14.343D3 Course was valuable learning experience3

0%5%2%42%51%4.34.34.14.443D2 Instructor was effective2

0%2%5%28%65%4.54.54.44.643D1 Instructor followed specified objectives1
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Thorough professor that breaks subject down to its basic level to ensure understanding.

Considering that this semester has been a bit wonky with COVID restrictions, I think he did a great job of working with the circumstances to make class as effective and
helpful as possible! He has been very understanding and has done his best to make this class less stressful.

Very helpful teacher when it comes to exams and quizzes and homeworks! Had a hard time focusing in class because of his way of teaching and writing notes

I enjoyed having Professor Noghanibehambari. He taught the material very well.

Super helpful and always answer our questions. He was very informative and it was easy to understand the lectures. Even though it was hard to switch to completely
online classes, the professor did really well! I would take his class again.

Thank you

i ran into multiple issues with trying to access the online lecture. Most of the time nothing would load, or I couldn't hear anyone. However, this teacher is incredible he
gives his students 100s for just doing the quiz after every lecture, that is going to help out a lot of students in the long run. Overall a great class.

Had a good experience.

One of the best professors I have had in a while. Made everything easily accessible and did a great job with the exam reviews!!

 Distance learning comments

Text Responses
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Awesome teacher, helps and answers every question!
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Summer 2020, ECO ECO 3320 Managerial Economics Section 201
Instructor: Noghanibehambari, Hamid (Primary)

Texas Tech University

There were: 25 possible respondents.

0%0%6%31%63%4.34.24.24.616
D9 Advising available/adequate
(Noghanibehambari)

9

0%0%6%38%56%4.54.44.44.516
D8 Registration procedures ran smoothly
(Noghanibehambari)

8

0%0%6%25%69%4.44.44.44.616
D7 Effective documentation for accessing
electronically-delivered material
(Noghanibehambari)

7

0%0%13%19%69%4.34.34.34.616
D6 Information available helped solve
technical problems (Noghanibehambari)

6

0%0%6%31%63%4.44.44.34.616
D5 Technology used was appropriate
(Noghanibehambari)

5

0%0%13%19%69%4.24.24.44.616
D4 Instructor interaction appropriate
(Noghanibehambari)

4

0%0%19%38%44%4.34.24.34.216
D3 Course a valuable learning experience
(Noghanibehambari)

3

0%0%6%31%63%4.34.34.34.616
D2 Instructor was effective
(Noghanibehambari)

2

0%0%6%31%63%4.54.54.54.616
D1 Instructor followed specified objectives
(Noghanibehambari)
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Professor Noghanibehambari cares about the success of his students and teaches his lectures very well. I
have learned a lot in his course and if I did not understand the material, he would provide resources or
discuss more in depth during lecture.

Noghanibehambari

Great course, Hamid was on top of his stuff and was well prepared for each lecture. Overall, he was a well
structured professor as well as committed to teaching the essentials for each chapter. Great Job!

Noghanibehambari

great classNoghanibehambari

Question: Distance Comments 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Texas Tech University
Hamid Noghanibehambari Teaching all types in all course levels in all course traits in the ECO department 
2020 Spring

There were: 89 possible respondents.

2%0%9%20%68%4.34.24.14.544Course a valuable learning experience3

2%0%9%16%73%4.34.34.04.644Overall Instructor effectiveness2

2%2%2%20%73%4.54.54.34.644Instructor followed course objectives1
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very good instructor is exceptionally knowledgeable in his subject and excels at delivering the information.

great

The instructor really does care about his students and is willing to work with them.

He is awesome and cares about his students.

Good

I like the course very much. It is really important to me. The exam were kind of easy.

He was very effective in going over how things were supposed to be worked out. And his test reviews were amazing!

Hamid was an excellent teacher but a lot of the time, I feel that his in class lectures lacked a bit of explanation, but he was always happy to answer all concerns and
questions in office hours or over email.

Great course, better teacher. I am so thankful that he was my professor.

He was a great teacher that wanted to make sure his students understood the concepts.

Very professional and clear with his accent and lectures. Honored to be in his class.

Loved this class.

Great instructor, teaches well and is willing to help students comprehend the topic better.

It has been a pleasure learning from Professor Hamid, I have learned so much from him.

Hamid is an EXCELLENT teacher whilst being a student himself. I found it very interesting to be in his class and see how he works with mathematics so that I could
apply that to my self. He is extremely smart and cares about the overall success of his students.

Great instructor, Great class. I have had him in the past and he is very adequate and consistent with his teaching.

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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N/A

Professor Noghanibehambari was still very helpful from the change to online classes and is one of the best Professors I had the chance to learn from.

great

The instructor had continued lectures via Blackboard and was very flexible. I greatly appreciated this.

NO

I am okay how we are going online. Professor is doing fine. But I believe we could have finished some more chapters than what we did.

Professor Hamid handled it better than any other professors I have.

He helped ease the transition and really helped the class understand the information by his online lectures.

Hamid made this shift so easy for us students and actually still prepared us for all the assignments and exams we had to get through.

Very helpful and understanding.

He kept us on a schedule with lectures taking place online

He did a good job transitioning form person to online.

Hamid handled the change in modality just fine.

I enjoyed going to this class and engaging, It was the first time In a while I actually started enjoying my academics. I would have enjoyed to finish the class like regular,
but I understand the University was trying to be cautious and comply with orders.

N/A

 COVID-19 Comments

Sometimes he is hard to hear in the back, but he does move around if you have a question, great teacher really enjoyed him.

Excellent, down to earth man who knows what he is talking about. It's easy to see his passion for Economics in each lecture that I attended and also in the live online
lectures once the world really started taking the Corona Virus seriously. I woulds easily recommend him to any other student.

The instructor is amazing. Absolutely would take any other course taught by him.

Great

Overall, the instructor was excellent. He taught the material at a good pace and ensured that each of his students understood before continuing on.

He was a very good Professor and would often take questions and thoroughly explain the material.

This professor is excellent! Really wants the students to understand each topic!

Hamid is an excellent professor and wants to see his student succeed. Highly recommend.

This instructor was a great teacher and thoroughly explained the course material. He was willing to work with students that did not understand and truly cared about all of
the students. I had previously hated economics because of the high school instructor that I had and enjoyed this class because I was able to grasp the material.

Very helpful and informative professor.

Professor was very detailed and covered every step of the topics. It was very helpful and slowed paced.

Professor Noghanibehambari made sure that when he taught difficult concepts that the entire class understood it even allowing us to reach out to him for extra assistance
when needed.
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Nope

Greatly enjoyed his live lectures during this pandemic. Excellent work.

This class did not change much even with the change in modality. We had live class at the same times each week and were able to interact with the instructor in the same
way that we would have in person. I appreciated that this instructor made the experience smooth and similar to in-person class.

Was very understanding and helpful

The class worked well with it.

The move to online was smooth and very understanding!
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Texas Tech University
Hamid Noghanibehambari Teaching all types in all course levels in all course traits in the ECO department 
2019 Fall

There were: 99 possible respondents.

0%3%7%41%49%4.34.24.14.459Course a valuable learning experience3

0%5%12%32%51%4.34.34.04.359Overall Instructor effectiveness2

2%0%8%41%49%4.54.54.34.459Instructor followed course objectives1
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He was a great professor and I enjoyed his class. His reviews for the tests were very helpful and he was, for the most part, always available to answer questions or go over
any material that was not made clear in class.

Good teacher, gave us all the materials we needed and prepared us very well for each test

Wants you to pass an understand this class, very helpful explaining the difficult material

Test reviews in class helped

Overall, Mr. Noghanibehambari was just an okay teacher. He covered the materials way too slowly. By the time we should have covered nine chapters, we only completed
five. I haven't taken the final but I'm very worried that there will be material on it that we haven't covered yet. He did a great job explaining the concepts but spent way too
much time on it. Probably wouldn't recommend him to anyone needing microeconomics.

The quizzes really help me when it comes to equations

He would talk very quietly even though we are in a large lecture hall. It was often hard to understand what he was saying. Overall good teacher.

The instructor was vertical helpful

good class! should make the homeworks due at specific times so we get them done.

Made sure everyone knew what they were doing.

Attendance shouldn’t be mandatory since all of the resources need to succeed in this course can be found on blackboard.

Great course, the professor has a light presence and the class size was a little overwhelming however utilizing his office hours made it so much easier to succeed.

Great teacher who genuinely cared what the students had questions and wanted us to learn

Good Intro Econ course. Professor Hamid always helpful with his office hours and extra help. Would recommend

Excellent teacher. Careful and thorough through explanations.

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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Hamid did a great job of breaking down the information to the point almost anyone could understand it. He certainly provided material for us to prepare for the tests.

Good teacher. Willing to help when needed

Not very much heads up on exams. He only tells you the class before.

Overall Hamid is a great teacher and is still learning how to teach effectively but is getting the content displayed well

Good explanations and very flexible instructor.

Economics was a very good course to take with Hamid. He excels at what he does.

Great guy, hard material, but he explains it well

Nice guy, good teacher.

Could be louder and have more annunciation. Besides that, the times I asked questions, he gave helpful responses so that I could learn. Very, very good.
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Texas Tech University
Hamid Noghanibehambari Teaching all types in all course levels in all course traits in the ECO department 
2019 Su1

There were: 27 possible respondents.

0%0%4%17%79%4.34.24.14.824Course a valuable learning experience3

0%0%0%25%75%4.34.34.04.824Overall Instructor effectiveness2

0%0%0%13%88%4.54.54.34.924Instructor followed course objectives1
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N/A

My instructor used numerous visual examples, which were helpful. He provided definitions, charts, and graphs. He also communicated all lessons effectively by applying
concepts and theories in various practical applications. I would gladly take another class taught by him and I would recommend him to other students. The only suggestion
I have is regarding the equipment. I think the classroom could use a better supply of dry erase markers.

Very good at explaining material and making sure we understand the material.

I think if you where a little more exact about your answers during the lecture that would help a lot. For example, you had given the class a practice quiz and when going
over the answers you would explain the problem and how to get to the answer but you never exactly said the answer which was a little confusing for some of the students
who didn't have a grasp on the material yet. Other than that your a very fair and interesting instructor and i had a great time in this class, just be sure to fully explain the
answers for the non eco majors.

good, caring teacher

great teacher

he did a great job

The instructor is very knowledgeable about the subject he teaches and makes the course interesting ans easy to follow

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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Texas Tech University
Hamid Noghanibehambari Teaching all types in all course levels in all course traits in the ECO department 
2019 Spring

There were: 94 possible respondents.

0%7%14%21%58%4.34.24.14.357Course a valuable learning experience3

2%7%0%30%61%4.34.34.04.457Overall Instructor effectiveness2

4%2%0%30%65%4.54.54.34.557Instructor followed course objectives1
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Professor ensured all students understood valuable information but would always review for those that did not completely grasp the concept.

Hamid is a great lecturer who walks through every idea thoroughly and always checks if students are understanding. He is approachable and willing to work with kids
regarding any issues, and is very transparent with grading.

I wish the graph and chart examples were encouraged to follow along with during class. And I would've liked if the professor would call on people to answer. My
classmates seemed to not pay attention and a lot of them would just leave once they sign in. I think having students be called on or in class activities would encourage the
class to learn more.

Nearly every session, I had difficulty staying focused, but the fault could be on me.

Very organized instructor!

Great teacher who is always willing to help, very understanding.

He's a very nice guy. Really cares about the students.

None he was good

Mr. Noghanibehambari was a great professor, and explained the Economics in this course extremely well. I have learned lots from him.

The class was fantastic. The exams were well made and portioned appropriately. The instructor was funny, knowledgeable, and willing to help students. The class material
was informative and made the class enjoyable overall. I would strongly recommend this instructor to any other student.

Contrary to his appearance Professor Hamid's english was very good. Of course he had an accent but he was very easy to understand and he taught the class very clearly. I
had an excellent time in his class.

N/A

Even though the class was a 50 minutes, it was a great class. The teacher was great, he was patient and explains well the materials. I would take him again in the future.

He gives really good examples

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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Professor was great!!!

Teacher taught well, good class.

Best Teacher I've ever had

He did a great job explaining the material and reviewing for exams.

I loved this teacher by far my favorite

Good professor, conveyed information clearly

The chalkboard in Holden makes it almost impossible to learn. I feel Hamid could have made the material easier to understand from us and put it in his own words.

The instructor presented engaging lessons with a positive and inquisitive attitude the promoted students to participate and think more about the lessons. I would suggest
this instructor to another student for this course.

I genuinely enjoyed this class with Hamid. He really enjoys and understands what he is teaching and makes it a point to really prepare you for the tests. He is very
approachable too if we had questions is class. Overall he is an amazing professor!

not loud enough, no test reviews

Giving us information about the course on the first day set the stage for the semester. The review sessions were extremely helpful and Hamid is a great, supportive
instructor.
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Texas Tech University
Hamid Noghanibehambari Teaching all types in all course levels in all course traits in the ECO department 
2018 Fall

There were: 95 possible respondents.

4%8%14%29%45%4.34.24.1451Course a valuable learning experience3

4%12%20%16%49%4.34.34.03.951Overall Instructor effectiveness2

2%2%12%27%57%4.54.54.34.451Instructor followed course objectives1
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The lectures are very difficult to keep up with and kind of sporadic. The professor obviously knows the material, but not how to teach per se.

Excellent Professor

He did a really good job with explaining the concepts and making sure we understood the material. I really enjoyed his class this semester.

I wish the instructor would have used powerpoint slides and taught from the book.

He made sure we knew what we were doing before proceeding to the next subjects. Had no issues understanding him excellent instructor.

Professor did not speak English and I couldn't understand anything he was saying. Made it very hard to pass the class, I even stayed after class to see if he could clear up
somethings.

He is very hard to follow and understand what he is trying to convey in class. I believe having a powerpoint would be very beneficial for him in trying to explain things.
He does not seem very clear in explaining general concepts. He was very good at providing examples on the board. Making reviews for the class would also be very
beneficial as it is hard to gain anything when he is just reading review questions out loud.

He's alright. Although, I don't think he properly proofread the homework cause there were some repeat questions that were like the exact same. This class is just easy I
barely paid attention in lecture and still have gotten good grades on my exams.

The instructor is very knowledgable and knows a great deal about the subject that he is teaching. Not only that his passion for the course really enhances the overall
learning experience in this course. Highly recommend this instructor when taking this course.

Great teacher

Great professor who really takes the effort to understand his students and where they’re at in his class. Explains everything thoroughly and makes sure to ask if anyone is
having trouble understanding. Would definitely take another class he teaches if that were the case.

He needs to project a little more so everyone can hear him and put notes on blackboard so students have some kind of access to the ones they missed

great class

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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This professor is amazing and uses tons of examples. Most of the time the lessons are focused on the use of graphs and some other charts. The material is not very hard to
learn. The test/homework/quizzes are not that challenging. I recommend this class if you need the credit

In each lecture, he goes over problems that will effectively prepare you for the tests. It's clear that he cares about his students.

Hamid is a great Economics Professor.

The instructor is highly intelligent in terms of the material taught. When he lectures, you feel like the book is speaking to you in human form. However, as it is his first
course to teach, he could do better in terms of interaction with the class. When there is high interaction with students, it puts the students in scenarios where they are
almost demanded to follow the lecture.

I learned a lot and he was a very helpful instructor

I felt like I constantly was having to teach myself in this class. Our projector stopped working after the first week of class. So many times I was unsure of what my
professor was trying to teach us. For as much as students pay for tuition, I am surprised that a university of this caliber would deprive its students of this learning tool.

Professor Hamid is a great professor!

Great course, great instructor.

N/a
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Texas Tech University
SU2 2018, ECO ECO 2301 Principles Of Economics I Section 202
Instructor: Noghanibehambari, Hamid (Primary)

There were: 22 possible respondents.

0%0%17%0%83%4.34.24.14.76Course a valuable learning experience3

0%0%0%17%83%4.34.34.04.86Overall Instructor effectiveness2

0%0%0%0%100%4.54.54.356Instructor followed course objectives1
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Professor Hamid is a good teacher he makes his points clear and the topics are easy to understand.

Hamid is a great professor, he knows his stuff when he teaches. there should only be 3-6 of these that matter out of the whole class and this is one of them. he does
examples on the board so you know how to work the problem. Cons... he is quiet and he talk to the wall most of the time but he is great at what he does. once he gets to
know (me) who his student are he is more out of his shell. He communicates with the class great letting us know when things will be up. if I could I would take more
classes with him great grad student. ????? He will do great things. A+ (economics is not my major or my strongest subject, I really enjoyed his class)

 Comments instructor or course

Text Responses
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